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buy
Cryptocurrency has created an entirely new asset class. There is no precedent for any part of 

the process: buying, storing, securing, insuring - let alone compliance in a range of regulatory 

environments. You just can’t do it alone. We couldn’t either. So we built a team.

YOUR TEAM
The Bitcoin Trader team has extensive experience in finance, investment and IT. Since the 

launch of Bitcoin in 2009 we have spent many hours a day researching, testing and talking 

crypto. When  we didn’t know, we asked an expert: senior partners at top tier accounting 

firms, specialist legal advisors and IT crypto programmers (who actually worked on 

Bitcoin Improvement Protocols). When there was no process we created one; like an EOFY 

Cryptocurrency Audit. When you buy with Bitcoin Trader you’re engaging a network of experts 

- who still spend hours a day delving into the details.

Why?

We are passionate about crypto.  Theres always been stocks, bonds and bullion, but now 

we’re witnessing a completely new asset class!  It’s unlikely we’ll ever experience another 

such evolution. 

Why are we still so excited?

Our team has long since lost the reward akin to personal discovery; now we’re thrilled to 

share our knowledge with newbies. It’s like watching your favourite movie with someone 

who’s never seen it before.

YOUR PARTNERS
Everyone involved in the safe acquisition of your cryptocurrency is known and contractually 

bound. But there’s something more accountable than a contract - friendship. We’ve worked 

together for years and do whatever it takes to get a trade over the line, at the best price, in 

the quickest time. This sentiment can’t be monitised, but it is why we guarantee authentic 

cryptocurrency acquisitions on a 30-day buy back policy. 
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VOLUME
Buying Bitcoin is like buying a diamond. It’s relatively easy to source half a carat - any retail 

jeweler can cater. But if you want a 5-carat diamond, only a few companies in the world can 

source that size. The same applies to cryptocurrency: hundreds of digital exchange websites 

can sell you small volumes (daily limits are approximately $2,500); but if you want a large tranche 

you need a specialist. Bitcoin Trader specialises in large volumes, working with international 

aggregators and liquidity suppliers. 

An aggregator is a company that:

• pools (aggregates) smaller quantities of digital currencies,

• sells the larger tranches divergent from a digital currency exchange, thus 

• minimises spot price movements in the market.

A liquidity provider only partners with sophisticated brokerage firms that complete an extensive 

vetting process, including: 

• registering as an institutional trader with minimum buy quantities (100 Bitcoin), 

• supplying a letter of good standing from a top tier accounting firm, 

• passing extensive personal background checks,

• proving  comprehensive knowledge and experience in  banking, finance, Information 

Technology and cryptocurrency. 

Bitcoin Trader holds accounts with multiple aggregators and liquidity providers ensuring we can 

source authentic cryptocurrency, in large tranches, at the best market rate - in the world.
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store
When you buy cryptocurrency you need storage simultaneously. Like when you buy a coffee at a 

cafe, you require a cup at the exactly the same time. In the crypto world no one provides the cup; 

you bring your own. A crypto cup is a “wallet” and there are two kinds: “hot” and “cold”. 

A “hot wallet” refers to an electronic wallet that exists as an app on your computer or smartphone 

and is owned by and / or linked to a digital currency exchange website. Since the wallet is 

connected to the internet you can spend your cryptocurrency at any time, but it also exposes 

you to risk: Digital currency exchange websites are often hacked and shut down.  We don’t 

recommend hot wallets for large tranches of cryptocurrency - or carrying $25,000 cash in your 

back pocket for the next decade. 

A “cold wallet” stores cryptocurrency on an offline external hardware device (like a back up 

drive), thus can’t be hacked. Most importantly you own the device so you’re always in control of 

your cryptocurrency investment. Choosing the right device and establishing it correctly requires 

a significant amount of technical expertise. Experienced clients supply their own cold wallet 

storage; if you’re a new investor we can assign an established device to your order. 

Where is my cold wallet kept?

Throughout the acquisition process Bitcoin Trader keeps your activated cold wallet device in a 

safety deposit box, inside a multi-layered security vault, in an undisclosed location.  In fact, your 

cold wallet device waits inside the vault before the trade. Once you’ve completed an order form 

and your fiat funds have cleared, the trade is made and the supplier transfers your cryptocurrency 

allocation directly from their wallet to yours - inside the vault. The only thing moving is the code. 

It’s a bit like storing a credit card inside a vault, then transferring funds onto the account via 

internet banking. This process was established to ensure your cryptocurrency could not be 

hacked or stolen throughout acquisition, and interception of your cold wallet storage device was 

impossible. 
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secure 
& insure
Not many people want to keep their future millions under the mattress; we don’t recommend 

it either. Bitcoin Trader can refer you to a vaulting partner who can assist you in establishing 

your own safety deposit box for your cold wallet device. A vaulting arrangement also enables 

your cryptocurrency investment to be insured.

Setting up your own safety deposit box simply requires completing an application form and 

the entire process can be wrapped within days. Vaulting fees and associated insurance 

is determined by the vault provider; contractual agreements and payment is conducted 

between yourself and your vaulting partner. 

We recommend clients establish a vaulting solution concurrent with engaging Bitcoin Trader 

for cryptocurrency acquisition. For safety reasons, we can only hold your cold wallet device in 

our consignment vault for up to one week after your acquisition. To maintain the security of 

your cryptocurrency investment, we would prefer to deliver your device by secure courier to 

your own safety deposit box, secured and insured inside a vault.
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comply
Bitcoin Trader has undertaken extensive research into all regulation and legislation 

requirements for cryptocurrency acquisition: Capital Gains Tax (CGT), Goods and Services 

Tax (GST), Superannuation Industry Supervision Act 1993 (SIS Act), Australian Corporations 

Act 2001 (Cth) requirements, Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) considerations, 

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML) and Self-Managed 

Superannuation Fund reporting and compliance (SMSF). We offer assistance for clients 

acquiring Bitcoin for Superannuation investment in two ways; the Super Service and the Super 

Pack. 

SUPER SERVICE

If your superannuation is currently invested in a managed fund, your first step is to establish a 

Self-Managed Superannuation Fund (SMSF). Bitcoin Trader can introduce you to our legal and 

accounting partners who can assist you in this process.

SUPER PACK

Once your SMSF is established you need to facilitate your fund’s purchase of cryptocurrency. 

A significant amount of time and expertise is required to complete the complex compliance 

procedures. To save you the stress we systemised the process and had it vetted by a Senior 

Audit Partner from PKF Australia to ensure compliance with the Superannuation Industry 

(Supervision) Act 1993.

SMSF INVESTMENT STRATEGY TEMPLATE

Updates the SMSF’s investment strategy regarding cryptocurrencies. 

SMSF MINUTES OF MEETING TEMPLATES 

Minutes of the meeting (or resolution for individual trustees) recording the decision made by 

the SMSF to invest in cryptocurrency and engage Bitcoin Trader for this service. 

BITCOIN MARKET RESEARCH 2017

A collation of international analysis into Bitcoin by world leaders, international banks, 

governments, leading investment firms, traders, fund managers, big four accounting firms, 

legislators, cryptocurrency exchanges and financial advisors. The research addresses the 

need for SMSF trustees to  have  assessed the risk / return characteristics of a new asset 

class, including liquidity, volatility and portfolio diversification.  Investors acquiring Ethereum 

and Ripple for their SMSF need to undertake their own independent research.
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after care
CRYPTOCURRENCY EOFY AUDIT

Your superannuation asset needs to be regularly verified by external audit to remain compliant. 

Bitcoin Trader provides blockchain verification of your cryptocurrency investment at the end 

of the financial year.

COLD WALLET DEVICE AUDIT & FIRMWARE UPDATE 

Once a year we visit our vaulting partners and conduct an audit / inspection of your cold wallet 

storage device, confirming continued physical & firmware functionality.

CRYPTOCURRENCY RECOVERY

If someone pinches your physical wallet, it’s unlikely you’ll ever see it again (or your cash). 

But with a digital wallet, all is not lost. If we have established your cold wallet storage device 

and it is misplaced or stolen our IT experts can assist you in attempting to restore your 

cryptocurrency via seed recovery.

COMMUNITY

Be part of the Crypto Community: connect on social media, benefit from our ongoing research, 

advice and updates. 

BUY MORE CRYPTO
Need a personal investment? Want to further diversify your portfolio with other  

cryptocurrency? Like to give the ultimate gift - a pre-loaded cold wallet device for a friend 

or loved one? Want to buy a Bitcoin for your kids and secure their financial future? Whatever 

your investment needs, the team at Bitcoin Trader can source a cryptocurrency solution, tailor 

made.



Disclaimer: This document is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment 
or financial advice. Any information, material or commentary is intended to provide general infor-
mation only. Information contained in this document has been obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable, but BT Brokerage Services Pty Ltd trading as Bitcoin Trader, makes no representation 
as to its accuracy or completeness. Before acting on any information contained in this document, 
each person should consider its appropriateness having regard to their own or their clients’ indi-
vidual objectives, financial situation and needs. You should obtain independent taxation, financial 
and legal advice relating to this information and consider it carefully before making any decision 
or recommendation.

Welcome to the new economy

Phone 1300 12 12 17

Bitcoin Trader

Acquire. Invest. Engage.


